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Introduction

We live in a society composed of human beings but differentiated along various
aspects like caste, class, ethnicity, gender and so on. These distinctions have
played a crucial role in institutionalising socio-political power in society across
the globe. It has resulted in various kinds of segregations, subjections,
suppressions and subversions in societies. These multiple categories have
served the sovereigns in cementing and augmenting their vested interests. At
the same time multiple resistances have been undergoing to restructure them
along more just and equitable grounds. To understand these multiple and
contested realities we need to understand the dynamics and interconnections
that has been at play with these multiple distinctions at the same time. The
chapter tries to explore such consolidation and contestations that has been at
the root of setting up the Indian social reality.

I
Inequality: Meaning and Nature

Nature celebrates diversity. No two things in nature are equal in all respect, so
does the human beings. People vary in colour, craft (construction), complexion,
condition and capacity. However, these natural differences should not be the
basis of the structure of any society. The artificial inequality derived from the
natural differences has been a major issue of contestation in structuring of
any human society. Not surprisingly, the ideas around equality and justice
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have been at the centre of structuring and restructuring societies and states
since the institutionalisation of political power. One of the most prominent
analysts of origin of inequality in society, the French scholar Jean Jacques
Rousseau has asserted that the inequality was produced by the emergence of
private property. Primitive people had no property and hence each was equal
and as free as everyone else. Primitive people only have natural inequality for
example- individual strength; but civilized people have developed social classes
based upon extreme inequalities of property and along with social inequality
has come a loss of liberty both in political and personal sense. Here Rousseau
becomes the precursor of Marx in providing the analysis of class inequalities
based on property relations (Nath 2018).

There have always been differences between people of different groups as
well as within a given group. The problem arises with the idea of hierarchy.
Inequality stems from social stratification that could be understood as structural
differences that exist between different groups of people. Different strata within
a given society are organized hierarchically. This sort of hierarchical ranking
that accords lower status to one group of people as compared to another group
of people is the root cause of social inequality. For example, as in Indian case,
caste and varna has been the deciding factor for determining the status of
profession and one’s position in society. The work of cleaning the road is
viewed as lower than the work of performing religious rituals. Therefore, a
higher rank is provided to those performing rituals and a lower rank is accorded
to a cleaner. Similarly, in a patriarchal setting the work done by a woman is
valued less than the work done by a man. In United States of America (USA)
and South Africa the people were discriminated on the basic of ethnicity or
colour. The European colonisation project was also based on the unequal
intellectual capacity of West and the Rest. It is also worth considering that
sometimes more than one category can be the basis of differentiation and
exploitations. Thereby, the present chapter seeks to examine caste, gender,
ethnicity and class as distinct categories of social stratification and the
interconnections between them. Indian society also presents such deep rooted
inequalities and related victimization that manifest in different spheres of life.

Box 1: Rousseau

French Philosopher Jean Jacques Rousseau presented his ideas on the ‘origins
of inequality’1. His famous statement, “[m]an is born free, and everywhere he is
in chains”, captures the essence of inequality that arose with the advent of private
property and appropriation leading to the creation of class division in societies
and bringing inequality.

1. For a detailed discussion on Rousseau’s ‘ideas on inequality’refer to: Abhishek Nath (2018),
‘Jean- Jacques Rousseau’ in Gajendra Nath Trivedi ed., Modern Political Philosophy:
Contested Terrain of the Political, New Delhi: Book Age Publishers, pp- 38-64.
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Theorizing Social Inequality

There can be several ways of theorizing social inequality. Broadly, they could
be categorized under three approaches (Motilal and Nanda 2006):

(i) The conservative approach

(ii) The radical approach

(iii) The liberal approach

The conservative approach, considering inequalities as natural and inevitable,
generally supports inequality. This view suggests that people who are at a
lower rank in society are themselves responsible for their plight or by nature
their position has been determined. It is on such a view that ancient Greek
philosopher Aristotle justified slavery as well.

The radical approach, reflecting Marxist and critical theoretical underpinnings,
seeks to radically restructure the society by removing existing inequalities.
The end goal is to establish an egalitarian society, through revolution, if
required. Considering class as the only unique and valid category of social
inequality is the limitation of this approach. However, latter Marxist and
especially, the Radical Marxist like Jurgen Habermass, Herbert Marcuse have
brought in other categories to analyse social inequality as well.

The liberal approach takes a reformist view and seeks to minimize inequalities.
Though it focuses on the equal moral worth of individuals, the liberal approach
acknowledges the difference in capabilities of individuals and emphasizes
equality of opportunity. Nonetheless, Liberal Egalitarians have tried to go
beyond the formal equality of opportunity approach to minimise social
inequality and exploitation in society.

Box 2: Approaches to Inequality: Major Philosophers and Theorists

Conservative
approach

Radical
approach

Liberal
approach

Aristotle: “…that some should rule and others be ruled is a thing
not only necessary, but expedient; from the hour of their birth,
some are marked out for subjection, others for rule…”

Karl Marx: “…this revolution is necessary, therefore, not only
because the ruling class cannot be overthrown in any other way,
but also because the class overthrowing it can only in a revolution
succeed in ridding itself of all the muck of ages and become fitted
to found society anew…”

John Rawls: “…all social values—liberty and opportunity, income
and wealth, and the social bases of self-respect—are to be
distributed equally unless an unequal distribution of any, or all, of
these values is to everyone’s advantage…”

Sources: Aristotle, Politics (4th Century BCE); Karl Marx, German Ideology (1846); John Rawls,
A Theory of Justice (1971).
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II
Caste

Caste has been a unique feature of Indian society that laid the foundation of
Brahmanical social order.

The society is divided among four castes based on their occupation in the
society. Brahmin for the priestly activity, Kshatriya as ruler, Vaisya for
agriculture and commerce and Shudras to service the earlier three. That also
determined their status in society. First three are known as ‘dwij’ (double
born) and have the right of wearing scared thread while Shudras have no such
right. These castes based on ‘varna’ were further divided in many sub-castes
and arranged in internal hierarchy. This varna system was operated through
the principle of purity and pollution. The inter-caste dinning and marriage is
strongly prohibited and the Shudras are even not allowed to come in contact
with the upper castes. Though there was individual mobility with respect to
work among the upper castes but shudras were denied such individual
enhancement.

M.S. Ghurye has aptly captured the features of caste system in India. The role
of Brahmin was vital in the origin of Caste System. He further lists six
characteristics of the caste-based Hindu society:

(i) Segmental Division of Society: The society was divided into various
sections and each caste was a well-developed social group based on
membership fixed by birth.

(ii) Hierarchy: The caste system is characterized by hierarchical order. At
the top of this hierarchy are the Brahmins and at the bottom is the
Shudras.

(iii) Restriction on Feeding and Social Inter-course: There were several
restrictions related to food, drink and social inter-course. The members
of the upper caste cannot take food or water from the lower caste
members.

(iv) Civil and Religious Disabilities: The higher caste people enjoy all the
privileges and the lower caste people are put to all kinds of restrictions.

(v) Lack of Unrestricted Choice of Occupation: Each caste has its own
traditional occupation that is fixed at the time of birth and the members
of a caste are forced to follow the occupation of that caste.

(vi) Restriction on Marriage: In caste system the principles of endogamy

is strictly followed implying that marriages would take place only within

one’s own caste and sub-caste.
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Capturing the essential characteristics of caste Velassery (2005) also defines

it as “endogamous and hereditary subdivision of an ethnic unit occupying a

position of superior or inferior rank of social esteem in comparison with

other such subdivision”.

Such hierarchical social order and especially the practice of untouchability

have had profound effect on the life, livelihood and social dignity of lower

castes in Indian society. It is also worth noting that the state (or king) was

considered as the custodian of this social order. Therefore during the Indian

independence movement it was well accepted that in independent India state

has to play an important role in eradicating such discriminatory social

practices prevalent in society. It was opposite to a non-interventionist

approach adopted by the British Raj. In 1930 Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar rightly

questioned the possibility of political equality in the absence of social

equality. Ambedkar, in ‘Annihilation of Caste’, scathingly questioned his

fellow political-minded Hindus:

“Are you fit for political power even though you do not allow a large class

of your own countrymen like the untouchables to use public school? Are

you fit for political power even though you do not allow them the use of

public wells? Are you fit for political power even though you do not allow

them the use of public streets? Are you fit for political power even though

you do not allow them to eat any food they like?”

Notwithstanding, the Indian constitution provided socio-political equality

with one individual, one vote, one value and made illegal the practice of

untouchability, the Indian society still witnesses such discriminatory

approach towards the communities. It became evident when in 2014, Jeetan

Ram Manjhi, the then Chief Minister of Bihar visited a temple, the premises

were purified after his visit. One can imagine the plight of lower castes in

Indian society.

The questions raised in the 1930s remained the central point of argument

between Ambedkar and other stakeholders when the Indian Constitution

was being drafted in the 1940s. However, even after eight decades, the issues

remain. We come across news of caste based violence almost every day in

electronic and print media. This reinforces the fact that caste based inequality

is intrinsic to our society. Despite constitutional provisions, the exclusionary

practice is so deeply embedded that the commitment to social justice is very

thin. Not surprisingly, Ambedkar asserted, ‘for the Untouchables, Hinduism

is a veritable chamber of horrors’ (Ambedkar 2009 [1945]).
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Box 3: Varna and Jati

The varna system divided the ancient Hindu society into initially four, later five,
distinct varna (castes), that are mutually exclusive, hereditary, endogamous and
occupation-specific: Brahmins (priests and teachers), Kshatriya (warriors and
royalty), Vaisya (traders, merchants, moneylenders) and Sudras (those engaged
in menial, lowly jobs), that later split into those doing the most despicable menial
jobs, the Ati Sudra or the former ‘untouchables’. Jati is the operative category
that determines the contemporary social code. There exist 2000–3000 jatis that
are regional categories (they share the basic characteristics of varnas). Jatis follow
a much more complex system of hierarchy and rules of conduct towards each
other. So, to reduce jatis to varnas would be an over-simplification of an otherwise
complex issue (Deshpande 2008).

Caste and Politics

Since Caste has been the basis of social and political power in Indian society,
it is the political institutions that have to essentially engage with caste for the
possible remedies. The Indian Constitution with the provisions of Universal
suffrage and classifying erstwhile untouchables as Scheduled castes provided
them reservation in Central and State assemblies and in government services
in proportion to their population. The reservation policy in the form of
‘Affirmative actions’2 has been the most debated issues in the Indian politics.
These provisions with the introduction of liberal majoritarian democracy
changed the equation in countryside. The erstwhile dominant castes were
dislodged from their historical ruling position by the numerical strength of
the lower castes, though the process witnessed violence and counter violence
from both sides. It is also important to note that the introduction of liberal
democracy was established with a hope to transform the medieval-feudal
structure of the Indian society and with the expectation that caste and caste
related discrimination will be a thing of past. However, the interaction of
caste with politics led to many unintended turns in Indian politics that has
been well captured by sociologist like Andre beteille, Louis Dumont, M. N.
Shrinivas and political scientists like Rajni Kothari, Christophe Jaffrelot and
others.

Caste and politics are closely linked and continuously impact each other. Caste
remains a major axis of politics of equality.According toAndre Beteille (1992),
caste may enter into the political process in a number of ways. Firstly, appeals
may be made to caste loyalties in a general way. Secondly, networks of
interpersonal relations are activated both during elections and at other times

2. For a detailed discussion on Affirmative action policies in India refer to: Abhishek Nath, (2016),
“Principle, Policy and Performance: A Critical Assessment of Affirmative Action in India”,
Bhartiya Samajik Vigyan Samiksha, Vol-7-8. pp. 85-92, New Delhi, (ISSN 2231- 3486).
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for mobilizing support along caste lines. Since kinship, marriage and
commensality often stop short at the boundaries of caste, intra- caste relations
are very important. Finally, caste associations may seek to articulate caste
interests in an organized manner (Beteille 1992). Politicization of caste is
further reflected in the formation of specific caste-based political parties across
India. Political parties such as the Rashtriya Janta Dal, Bahujan Samaj Party,
Samajvadi Party has specific caste affiliations and they swing the electorate
on basis of caste allegiance.

Another watershed in the interaction between caste and politics came with
the Mandal Commission and the agitations that followed. The Commission
led to sudden increase of political representation of the Other Backward Classes
(OBCs) in North India. The implementation of Mandal Commission’s
recommendation revived the question of caste and politics in India and provided
a new political legitimacy to caste (Jaffrelot 2003). This ‘silent revolution’
shows a new assertiveness by the people belonging to the lower caste which
comprises 65 percent of the population and is indicative of greater
democratization that has had major social, economic and political impact.

Rajni Kothari talks about certain aspects when he discusses the interaction
between caste and politics in India. The first aspect is the ‘secularisation of
caste’ through their political involvement. It implies modification of traditional
features and proceeds through social mobilization that enables alignment and
realignment of various strata. So, the rigidity of caste begins to break. The
second aspect relates to the ‘integration dimension’. Thus, caste system
differentiates between individuals on the basis of their social identity as well
as occupational and economic roles. It is an integral structure which is more
intense in its small group orientation and particularistic loyalties. However,
wider loyalties operate only when they are structured through the prevailing
differentiations. This aspect explains the structural impact of democratic nation-
building. The third aspect is related to the issue of ‘consciousness’. It implies
that caste enters politics through consciousness of individuals about their
identity and then gets politicised. So, provision of reservation for Dalits
strengthens the consciousness among them (Kothari 2010: 10).

Issues relating to identity, recognition, representation, education, economic
empowerment and dignity have remained the central concern of people
belonging to the lower castes socio-political reformers advocating equal
rights for them. Periyar, Ambedkar, Jyotiba Phule and several other reformers
sought to overcome the problems in varied ways. The institutional
mechanisms to deal with caste specific issues like National Commission for
Schedule Castes, National Commission for Backward Castes and National
Human Right Commission and Supreme Court have continuously trying to
realise the objectives of Constitution. However, the reality is that despite
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constitutional provisions, the social inequality pertaining to caste remains
conspicuous.

III
Gender

Gender is a sociological or socially constructed category while sex is a
biological characteristic that defines a person as man or woman. It is said a
women is not born but made. It exposes the fact that sex is a natural trait but
gender is an artificial construction based on sexual difference among persons.
Anthony Giddens asserts that gender could be understood as the ‘social
expectations about behaviour regarded as appropriate for the members of each
sex. Gender does not refer to the physical attributes in terms of which men
and women differ, but to socially formed traits of masculinity and femininity’
(Giddens, 2004: 689).

Although, it is difficult to establish when and how this gender based
discrimination and subordinate position of women in society in general and
Indian society in particular came into being. Despite the fact that Indian women
has been provided a sanguine place in society and there has been examples in
history of matriarchal dominance. With the historical defeat of women and
establishment of patriarchal society women has been relegated to the margins
and subordinate position in family and society. With the advent of modern
state and public-private distinction of liberal social order women were further
circumscribed within the private sphere and related discriminations. We shall
return to this issue little later.

Gender based inequalities have remained a major problem of the Indian social
order. Traditionally, women have been subjugated to a position of inferiority
to their male counterparts. From medieval practices of Sati to recent practices
of female foeticide and infanticide; from deaths due to dowry demands to
discrimination and harassment at workplace; from being restricted to the
housework to general safety and victim shaming, our country has been a
discriminatory place for women to live in.

In 2016, India ranked 130 out of 146 in the Gender Inequality Index released
by the UNDP (Ravi and Jayaraman 2017). The inequalities that exist between
men and women are hard to be overcome by merely talking about equality of
opportunity. Males and females live in different realities (Menon 2012).
Another aspect relates to the understanding of the sociological process of
‘gendering’ the ways in which people are produced as ‘proper’men and women
through rules and regulations of different sorts; some of which we internalize,
some which have to be violently enforced (Menon 2012: ix). For instance, the
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‘gendered’ male, from his childhood, is conditioned to believe that his mother
is supposed to take care of the home while his father has to go out, work and
earn money.

This superior-subordinate relation between man and women has been
conceived, constructed and countered by different feminist scholars
comprehensively. Though they are divided in their conceptualization but they
all strive to end this discriminatory order. The world has witnessed different
waves of feminist movements to end the discriminatory patriarchal structure
reflected in the practices of society and state as well. The first ever book
written, demanding the equal rights for women, was ‘A Vindication of the
Rights of Women’by MaryWollstonecraft. But it was the emergence of suffrage
movement in 1840s and 1850s in USA in the form of ‘first wave of feminism
that feminist demands reached to the wider audience. It led to the equal political
rights for women in most western countries. The second wave feminism
emerged during 1960s that led to the more revolutionary and radical demands
of abolishing the patriarchal structure by Women’s Liberation Movement
(WLM). The underlying themes of feminism are, first, that society is
characterised by sexual or gender inequality and second, that this structure of
male power can and should be overturned (Heywood 2002: 62). Three different
strands of feminism can be identified based on their objective and analysis of
patriarchy.

The Liberal Feminists such as Wollstonecraft and Betty Friedan have analysed
female subordination in terms of the unequal distribution of rights and
opportunities in society. These ‘equal-rights feminism has deep belief in
reforming the institution and public sphere. They are more concerned for equal
legal and political status and improving educational and carrier opportunities
than reordering the private sphere. The socialist feminists focus on link between
female subordination and the capitalist mode of production. Women are
confined to the domestic life for relieving male workers from domestic work
and raising children for the next generation of capitalist workers and ultimately
act as a reserve army of labour for the capitalist system. For Radical feminists
like Kate Millett and Mary Daly gender divisions are the deepest and most
politically significant of all cleavages.All contemporary and historical societies
are seen to be characterised by patriarchy or the dominance of men and
subordination of women, usually rooted in rule of the husband and father in
the family. For the radicals nothing short of a ‘sexual revolution that would
fundamentally transform cultural and personal relationships as well as
economic and political structures could bring an end to gender inequality.
The famous slogan of the radical feminist is ‘the Personal is the political’
(ibid 62: 196).
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In India equal civil and political rights have been provided by the constitution
but the deep patriarchal structure has prevented women to exercise their rights
fully and independently. The long standing unfulfilled demand of one third
reservation in state and central legislature is an example to mention. The gender
related social evils coupled with caste presents a deeply entrenched structural
exploitation of women in Indian society that need to be corrected sooner the
better.

IV
Ethnicity

Ethnicity is the sentiment of loyalty towards a distinctive population, cultural
group or territorial area. It has both racial and cultural overtones. More
commonly, ethnicity is understood as a form of cultural identity, albeit one
that operates at a deep and emotional level. An ‘ethnic’ culture encompasses
values, traditions and practices but crucially, it also gives a people a common
identity and sense of distinctiveness, usually by focusing on their origins and
descent (Heywood 2002: 168).

Ethnicity presents itself essentially exclusive. The rise of ethnic nationalism
has created fissure among communities and given birth to many nation-states
coinciding the cultural and political boundaries. In contrast to the western
nation-states the third world countries have become state first and trying to
create a nation within the state boundaries that has resulted in various kind of
violence inflicted upon communities of other culture to either forcefully
assimilate them or expel or kill them. Erstwhile soviet nations have been a
cruel example of these phenomena. Many African countries have witnessed it
and the South Asian region is also not an exception.

Partition of India into India and Pakistan on the basis of religious identity and
further disintegration of Pakistan and the formation of Bangladesh in the issue
of linguistic difference is the example of this ethnicity based nation-states.
Even after partition India has a pluralistic character and is a multicultural,
multi-ethnic state. Multiple nationalisms exist with the Indian nation (Aloysius
1997). Consequently, religious, linguistic and racial identity in India, especially,
has been invited differences, contestation and conflict within and across the
borders.

Communalism in India and the violence it invites could be seen as a modern
problem of ethnicity that inevitably becomes a part of Indian political life,
when religion is reified as a category marking difference between otherwise
peacefully coexisting groups. Apart from frequent religious conflict in Indian
states demand for religious identity based states in India has been a recurrent
issue. Khalistan movement in Punjab, Separate Tamil state demand,
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Gorkhaland in West Bengal and separate state demand in Jammu, Kashmir
and Laddakh has been the very good examples. Furthermore, religious identity
transcends state boundaries also. For instance, Indian Tamils have close cultural
ties with Sri Lankan Tamils. The states of Indian sub-continent have been the
victims of colonial divide and rule policy that has resulted in the inter-
community competition and conflict over civil, political and territorial rights.
Inter-community violence, civil wars and state sponsored violence has been
frequently noticeable in Indian sub-continent. The Tamil-Sinhala issue in Sri
Lanka, Hindu-Muslim issue in India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, Chakma issue
in Bangladesh are some examples to mention. Citizenship issue of Tamils has
been a major irritant between India and Sri Lanka. In 1960s, Sri Lanka had
9,70,000 Indian Tamils whom Nehru, the then Prime Minister refused to take
back due the fact that generations of their ancestors had lived in Sri Lanka.
The fact that more Indian Tamils preferred to stay on in Sri Lanka complicated
the citizenship and repatriation processes in 1970s and 1980s (DeVotta 2010).
Citizenship issues of Chakma refugees between India and Bangladesh is
another important example that exposed human rights violation by Indian and
Bangladeshi state. Categorisation of Bangladeshi migrants in some Indian
states (provinces) on religious line and questioning their citizenship has serious
repercussions on their life and livelihood possibilities.

The South Asian region is characterised by linguistic ethnicity as well. North-
Indians and Pakistanis belong to the Indo-Aryan ethnic groupings while the
peoples of Bangladesh and Eastern India are Mongol-Dravidians, while South
Indian and Sri Lankan Tamils are Dravidians. This ethnic diversity has created
linguistic differences. Linguistic boundaries in South Asia do not coincide
with international boundaries, however. Bengali, the national language of
Bangladesh is spoken in the Indian state of West Bengal. The Tamil language
is spoken by about a quarter of the Sri Lankan population and the people of
the Indian state of Tamil Nadu (Hossain and Duncan 1998). Presence of
multiple ethnicities is just the descriptive part; the problem arises when different
ethnicities seek to assert their dominance and superiority over each other.
Indian subcontinent is a prime example of such cases of ethnic superiority
where one ethnicity discriminates against the other. For instance, the Bengali
speaking population in erstwhile East Pakistan was marginalized by the Urdu
and Punjabi speaking people which eventually led to the birth of Bangladesh.
Similarly, the discrimination by the Singhalese against the Tamils in Sri Lanka
was a major reason for the rise of militant group Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Elam (LTTE).

Moreover, in India the demand of linguistic states have created upheavals in
Indian political system and the demand has been dealt with extreme caution
thinking about the unity and integrity of Indian state as linguistic state demands
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have potential of leading to secessionist demands. The root cause behind such
demand has been the discriminatory approach by the majoritarian language
speaker towards the minority language group. For the linguistic minority apart
from preserving of their language based culture, their disadvantageous position
with respect to education and job opportunities has been the crucial
consideration. Not surprisingly, the Indian state has faced strong contestations
in selecting a single language as the national language for the whole country.

The tribal identity based rights demands is another challenging issue for Indian
state but has been successfully handled by providing these groups reservation
in State and Central assemblies and in education and government services.
Carving out tribal administrative areas through Vth and VIth Schedule of
Indian constitution and in some cases accepting the demand for separate states
like Jharkhand, Uttrakhand and Chhattisgarh are acknowledgment of their
self-governing rights in India. Lagging behind in the race of development
because of discriminatory approach of state (provinces) towards these tribal
groups has been another important aspect of such demands.

Ethnic identity related demands have potential not only to create fissures in
society but threaten the very existence of state also. Resultantly, ethnic demands
have been handled brutally by the states that have deep consequences on the
rights of various ethnic groups residing in multicultural states across the globe.

V
Class

Class could simply be defined as a system of ordering society whereby people
are divided on the basis of their perceived economic status. The Oxford English
Dictionary defines class as ‘a division or order of society according to status;
a rank or grade of society’ (Gray 1996: 82-3). But this understanding of class
is quite different from what sociologist like Karl Marx or Max Weber conceives.
Weber even distinguishes class from status.

For Marx, class is defined by one’s relationship to the means of production.
One either controls a factor of production or one does not. In the first case, one
belongs to the landlord or capitalist class. In the second, when one has nothing
to offer but one’s labour power, one belongs to the proletariat. Marx and Engels
believed that society as a whole is more and more splitting up into two great
classes- Bourgeoisie and Proletariat- directly facing each other and have starkly
contradictory class interests in economy and politics (Gray 1996: 82-3)

Hence, according to Marxist logic society comprises of structures characterized
by class and inherent with contradictions manifested in terms of class conflicts.
Class is primarily about objective material conditions along with a sense of
consciousness of class differences in the society. This class consciousness
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comes through the political processes that present interests and identities in a
conflicting manner (Asthana 2016). Marx stressed that a ‘class in itself’ is not
necessarily a ‘class for itself’. Only when the proletariat became conscious of
its common interests and common opposition to the bourgeoisie could it expect
to become a revolutionary class. People may suffer from ‘false consciousness’
and fail to realise where their true class interest lie (Gray 1996). For Karl
Marx, the history of societies has been a history of class struggle: between
oppressor and oppressed, between freeman and slave, between patrician and
plebeian, between lord and serf, and between bourgeoisie and proletariat (Marx
and Engels 1978).

Max Weber makes explicit distinction between a class and a status-group. For
him, status position is not determined by class position alone. Possession of
money or the position of entrepreneur are not in themselves status
qualifications, although they can become such; propertylessness is not in itself
status disqualification, although it can become such (Gray 1996).

Therefore in English class covers both class and status but for German
Sociologists like Marx and Weber there is distinction between the words. It is
important to note that discussions about class and politics are actually
discussions of status groups and politics. Class and status provides modern
bases of stratification in society.

Modernity has affected the world of work and occupation in several
fundamental ways. The rise of modern technology and the new scale of modern
social organisation give rise to new occupational roles, and new structures of
relations among them. Modern social theorists like Durkheim and Marx
believed, on different gourds, that class identity tended to be large in scale
and gradually broke down and dissolved more localized and segmented
traditional identities with which people worked in politics. The functionalist
view of modernity expected that the development of industrialization and
operation of democratic parliamentary politics would slowly corrode caste
identity and replace them by some unspecified modern ones. The central
principle of traditional stratification was caste, and of the modern industrial
one is class. So, one of the main problems of historical sociology is the relation
between caste and class (Kaviraj 1997: 172).

After establishment of India as a modern nation state and adopting
industrialisation as a mode of development it was expected that the traditional
caste based society will be changed into a class based society. Although the
modernity and economic advancement of India has given birth to new classes,
however, the traditional caste identity has not eroded but have been re-
negotiated with class and given birth to caste and class based identity. It is
also worth recalling that caste in itself also has been carried an important
dimension of status in society that class tries to establish on economic basis.
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The transformation of self-contained, rigid caste into modern, mobile
classes has taken place in a peculiar manner. Certain Castes have been
monopolizing the position of the privileged, upper classes of modern society.
Certain Castes have been losing previous status and functions and slowly
getting submerged to the lower caste groups of modern society. This new
development has contributed to the emergence of a peculiar social structure
in Modern India that class struggles have taken the form of caste struggles
(Levin 2009: 114-5).

Class in Modern Indian Society

The modern Industrial nation tries to regroup its citizen among the classes.
However it is also the fact that there is no any concrete basis to differentiate
one class from other. The whole of USA population was regarded as middle
class. Generally people with blue-collar occupation or trained in manual labour
are regarded as lower class and with white-collar occupation or pertaining to
the office work or the service sector are categorised as middle class. An expert
panel on poverty estimation in Indian headed by former RBI governor C.
Rangrajan recommended that those spending Rs. 32 a day in rural area and Rs
47 a day in urban areas and cities are not poor. Accordingly 29.5% of Indian
population i.e. 363 million population in 2011-12 were living below poverty
line (BPL). Whatever be the size of population the middle class in India but
they are very significant for the market economy as consumers and for the
developing economy like India as they can proved to be a great asset for economy,
if well skilled. The Indian middle class has been also very important for their
political activeness in country also. No political party can ignore them.

The Emergence of Indian Middle Class

The emergence of middle class in India can be traced back to the colonial
period when the English educated group was seen as important for smoothly
running the British administration. It is worth noting that even today English
education has been a benchmark for entry in to the middle class. Those who
lack it like people living in villages and unskilled, semi-skilled and manual
labourers are not regarded as middle class. Talking about the middle class in
colonial time, Partha Chatterjee argues that the Indian middle class in the colonial
contest had a paradoxical position. The middle class was culturally invented
through colonial English education, yet structurally limited as it lacked a basis
for economic expansion in the context of colonial control. So, it was never a
bourgeoisie as in the West. Hence, it was not a fundamental class in his opinion
as it made no attempts at social transformation. In fact, the existingsocial structure
muted itself to constitute the new middle class. The requirement of English
education for entry into the hallowed circle of the middle class meant that upper-
caste Indian with traditional access to education could exploit the opportunities
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and become the middle class. In the process, it acquired a class identity without
losing its caste moorings (cited in Mahapatra 2009: 126).

Extrapolating from the above discussion, it can be easily said that urban English
educated upper castes formed the earliest and original middle class in India.
But the monopoly and dominance of this small group in middle class was
challenged with the entry of various other castes and communities into the
middle class, like the rural and the Dalit middle class.

In the mid 1960s the abolition of Zamindari and various land reforms act
transferred the land from the upper castes to the middle castes. Further the
Green revolution helped these middle castes to produce more with the
favourable government policies and subsidies of various kinds. It also helped
them diversify their agricultural produce by adopting dairy farming, poultry,
sugar cooperatives etc. It is worth mentioning that it helped in emergence of
many middle castes political leaders in the areas benefitted by the green
revolution. Rudolphs (1987) famously termed these new middle class ‘the
bullock capitalists’. The increasing political clout of the middle castes in Indian
politics was heralded by Yogendra Yadav as ‘the second democratic upsurge’
in India.

The emergence of dalit middle class in late 1960s and 70s was another challenge
to the monopoly of upper castes in middle class. The implementation of the
affirmative action policies for lower castes and tribals (SC & ST) created a
small but significant section of individuals in lower castes group who through
modern education entered into bureaucracy and other service sector occupation
and joined the middle class. They later realised that on their support middle
and upper castes are gaining prominence in politics. Moreover, even after the
modern education and government services they have to face discrimination
and humiliation. Hence to gain respect and dignity many dalit middle class
members provided leadership for political mobilisation of their castes. Most
of the BSP leadership came from this middle class.

Consequently, now the Indian middle class draws from more diverse sections
of society. Therefore the present Indian context does not confirm to traditional
categorization of class as popularised by scholars like Marx. Rise of new
middle classes is major aspect in this regard. Fernandes & Heller (2006) defines
the Indian middle class as the class of people whose economic opportunities
are not derived primarily from property (like the bourgeoisie according to
Marxist categorization) but rather from other resources like organizational
authority or possession of scarce occupational skills. This implies that people
who are salaried and possess educational and cultural capital, form this class.

Fernandes & Heller (2006) further identify three basic strata within the Indian
middle class. The top most fraction comprises of the people with advanced
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professional credentials or accumulated cultural capital who occupy positions
of recognized authority in various fields and whose interests are closely aligned
with the bourgeoisie. The middle category enjoys some material independence.
However, it aspires to reach the top-most strata within the middle class and
copies the practices of the dominant fraction. This fraction includes small
business owners, merchants, and rich farmers. The third fraction consists of
subordinate middle class fraction of salaried workers who have some
educational capital, but are not at any significant position of authority. This
fraction includes public and private sector clerical staff and office workers,
and various low-authority professions such as teachers and nurses.

In addition, another aspect relevant to the middle class is its role as an electoral
base. As evident in recent years, the promise of jobs, secure income, and
reducing price of essential goods has been a central content of the manifestoes
of most of the political parties. A valid reason for their importance is the fact
that they hold one-fourth of the country’s wealth. According to Sheth (1999),
the traditional hierarchical caste system now functions horizontally and
competes for power. It is under such condition that the composition of Indian
middle class is much varied: it includes people belonging to all castes. However,
a closer look at the demography would show that the higher position within
the middle class is taken up by high-caste people. A major reason for this is
the direct link between caste identity and lack of education. Despite
constitutional provisions, majority of young adults belonging to lower castes
are unable to complete formal education and end up in the unorganized sector.
The generational gap between the high caste and the low caste people is so
wide that affirmative actions are not able to produce quick results.

VI
Interconnections between Caste, Gender, Ethnicity and Class

Coming to the specific interconnections of different categories, this section
first examines the four categories in binaries and then seeks to provide a
complete analysis. However, the nuances and the dynamics of interplay among
these categories has already been part and parcel of the above discussions.

(i) Class and Caste

Caste in India is essentially a class also, if we consider it in a Weberian sense
as it determines ones’ status in Indian society based on Brahamnical tradition.
But the important point is to note that a person is born in caste and non-
availability of channels of mobility from lower to higher caste makes sure
that your caste related status will always remain intact despite one’s
advancement in class based on occupational sophistication, even in the modern
society.
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Early sociologists like Nesfield (1855) considered hereditary specialization
of occupation at the root of caste system. What were previously guilds, got
solidified into castes in a hierarchical manner; more primitive the occupation,
lower the rank of the caste. For Bougle (1970), caste formed the basis of the
Indian society on the basis of three principles: hereditary specialization,
hierarchy, and isolation from another group. Not surprisingly, in India the
people dwelling upon land or agriculture and related activities like dairy, fishing
and so on are essentially belongs to the lower castes.

D.D. Kosambi (1997) argued that even though there are thousands of caste
groups, in theory there are only four castes: The brahmin (brahmana) or priest
caste; the kshatriya - warrior; vaisya - trader and husbandman; and sudra, the
lowest caste, which corresponds in general to the working class. This theoretical
system is roughly that of classes, whereas the observed castes and sub-castes
derive clearly from tribal groups of different ethnic origin.

The colonial rule could also be viewed as responsible for breaking down of
traditional caste-occupation connection. The proliferation of jatis occurred
with the division of labour and specialization but movements against the jati
system gained strength with the advent of capitalism in Indian society. The
foreign imperialism was a much stronger force than the indigenous capitalism
in uprooting the village community system. The colonial rule then further
solidified the existing caste relations (Mukherjee 1999). In British India, the
propertied class comprising of big landlords, moneylenders, wholesale traders
etc. came invariably form upper castes, most small scale peasants, artisans
etc. came from middle class in general and at the lowest economic level were
the castes considered the lowest. This is how castes and class became
intertwined in modern India.

In order to further examine the connection between class and caste, we need
to examine the material basis of caste. By material basis, it is implied that
certain occupations are reserved for certain castes. Only Brahmins could
become priests, and the work of cleaning sewers is reserved for people
belonging to the lower caste.

Box 4: Manual Scavengers and Sewer Cleaners

People belonging to the ‘Valmiki’ caste, erstwhile untouchables, engage in
cleaning of sewers and septic tanks and manual scavenging. They point to the
fact that even if they try to improve their condition and, say, open a shop, non-
Valmiki higher caste people would not buy stuff from them (Safi 2018). In 2017,
about 300 people died doing the work.

The overarching fact is that certain activities are associated with people
belonging to the lower castes. Skinning dead animals, carrying away dead
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bodies and animal carcass, manual scavenging, sewer cleaning, etc. are some
of the ‘impure’ jobs reserved for people belonging to the lowest rung of Indian
society. Caste is invariably governed by an obsession with purity. Traditionally,
food or water touched by Dalits is considered to be spoiled; in extreme cases,
even their shadows were regarded as polluting (Safi 2018). Such exclusion
exists in Indian cities which in turn limits the work available to manual
scavenger severely, despite the fact that cities are less polarised with respect
to caste identities and the occupation.

Although few or no chances of social mobility was the feature of Indian society
prior to the exposal to the forces of modernity that was secured through the
caste identity based on birth, differentiation in profession, a gap between elite
and mass language and denial of inter-caste diffusion through marriage. The
advent of modernity opened the opportunity of mobility through education
and many industry and knowledge based occupation. After independence the
Indian Constitution through its affirmative action policies in the form of
reservations in education, Legislature and government services further secured
that this mobility could take place with a faster pace. Initially it was provided
to SC and STs with 16% and 6% reservation respectively in abovementioned
fields and further extended to the Other Backward Castes (OBCs).

The caste – class interaction has been most visible with regard to the demand
of reservations in education and services by the ‘other backward castes’ in
India. The implementation of Mandal commission recommendation of granting
27% reservation to ‘other backward classes’ in education and government
services was based on the argument that the castes that are socially and
educationally backward are economically backward also and can be identified
as ‘other backward classes’separate from the SCs and STs. It is also important
to remind that the recommendations of first OBC commission under Kaka
Kalelkar in 1950s was rejected and the fate of second OBC commission under
B.P. Mandal in 1970s was the same under the Janata Government. But its
recommendation was later accepted and implemented by the then Prime
Minister V. P. Singh only to carve out his own political constituency among
the middle castes though otherwise well off section of society. Its implications
have been remained one of the most significant on the caste-class relations in
Indian society and politics.3

The expected mobility through the abovementioned processes has been neither
smooth nor complete yet. The privileged positions of upper castes in each and
every domain of society whether polity, economy, administration, education
and culture make sure that these policies didn’t yield desired outcomes. The

3. For a detailed discussion on this interrelation refer to: Abhishek Nath (2016), “Principle,
Policy and Performance: A Critical Assessment of Affirmative Action in India”, Bhartiya
Samajik Vigyan Samiksha, Vol-7-8. pp. 85-92, New Delhi, (ISSN 2231- 3486).
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recurrent caste based violence in cities and countryside are the most significant
developments. Nonetheless, the institutional provisions have shown their
impact on the desired groups and mobility in some aspects, especially in
education, economy and politics has been a celebrating outcomes. However,
the slow mobility, slow or no mobility within caste as the most benefits has
been usurped by dominant castes among the communities and even reluctant
acceptance of this mobility by upper castes in society has been a cause of
concern. Caste based violence in society like honour killing has been a hard
reality. No wonder that the struggle for respect and status by the people of
lower castes is still continued.

(ii) Caste, Class, Ethnicity and Gender

Social inequality multiplies exponentially when deprivation owing to one
category interacts with the other. As caste essentially defines ones’ status in
India, ethnicity also determines ones’ position in majoritarian society. It is
always claimed by some minorities that they are treated not at par to the
majority and even feel themselves as second class citizen. If we consider this
proposition with respect to women their assertion that they were reduced to a
second class citizen in a patriarchal set up is equally tenable. Therefore gender
interaction with other categories exposes multiple subjugation and exploitation
regardless of any differentiation in women as a group. The Indian socio-
economic-politico-cultural setup is the laboratory to test and validate these
expositions.

The caste-gender interplay is worst for Dalit women who suffer discrimination
not only at the hands of men of their own patriarchal set up within the same
caste but also by the upper caste men who assign to themselves the task of
upholding the social order and thus accrue a self-licence over the actions,
labour and sexuality of all women (Asthana 2016). Thus, women of lower
castes remain at the bottom of the hierarchical order without a right to privacy,
decision-making, economic wherewithal and no right against sexual
exploitation by the men of same and upper castes. Thus, Gopal Guru (1995)
argues that the Dalit women struggle against not only the external forces of
non- Dalit trying to homogenize the issue of Dalit women within the larger
women representation movement but also against the internal forces of
patriarchy within the Dalit representation movement in considering Dalit
women as no distinct from Dalit men.

A simple example would be: a dalit woman in a rural area of Rajasthan faces
more deprivation than a high caste woman in the same region. Since caste is
about purity and impurity, women are more directly affected. This owes to the
fact that traditionally women have been assigned the role of looking after the
home and preparing food based on ritualistic codes. Food is an important
element of purity and impurity (for example, for some cultures, certain food
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ingredients like garlic, onion are considered impure and tamasi that should be
avoided). This in turn makes the women responsible for maintaining the
tradition and thereby, a hierarchy is maintained. Leela Dube (1997: 1) lists
three central elements of caste or jati:

(i) Exclusion or separation (rules governing marriage and contact, which
maintains hierarchy of caste);

(ii) Hierarchy (the principle of order or rank according to status); and

(iii) Interdependence (the division of labour, closely tied to exclusion and
hierarchy).

These elements do not operate independently on the individual, but on the
individual as part of the basic unit of society: the family.

Box 5: Shanar/Channar Revolts: Nineteenth Century

The Shanars were low-caste people of nineteenth-century South India and often
engaged in toddy tapping. They were the present day Nadar community. In south
Travancore, their women were not allowed to appear in public places wearing
upper clothes over their bosoms. This was a practice to deny the lower caste
women equal dignity. The body of low-caste people had to be exhibited in a
manner that would announce their caste affiliation (Sheeju 2015). In July 1859,
the king of Travancore issued a proclamation proclaiming the right for all Nadar
women to cover their breasts under pressure from the Governor of Madras,
Charles Trevelyan. The Nadar women were still not allowed to wear the cloth in
the same manner as the high caste women.

Uma Chakravarti (1993) argues that the Brahmanical Hindu social order
believes in extreme stratification in the form of humiliating inferior status
accorded to women and the lower castes. Thus, the subjugation of women
becomes a necessary condition for the subsistence of patriarchy. This
subjugation furthers maintenance of caste purity and thereby necessitates the
control of women sexuality through the practices such as endogamy (marriage
within a caste group). Dipankar Gupta defined the caste system in terms of
marriage relation. He considers caste as ‘a form of differentiation wherein the
constituent units of the system justify endogamy on the basis of putative
biological differences which are semaphored by the ritualization of multiple
social practices’ (Gupta 1984). Gender and caste discriminations are invariably
intertwined as woman’s sexuality provides both material and ideological basis
for caste based patriarchal Hindu social order, and control over it then
perpetuates the particular structure of production, reproduction and social
production (Chakravarti 1993)

Several Brahmanical texts prescribing the need for strict observance of the
caste system and violation of it is not only condemned but also supposed to be
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punished. Thus, marriages in the same castes are most viable and inter-caste
marriage is viewed as polluting the blood line and ritual order. The worst
form of marriage conceived is the one between an upper caste woman and a
lower caste man (Pratiloma) and is ascribed with the worst form of social
discrimination and punishment.

Box 6: Inter-caste Marriages

Inter-caste marriages can be of two types:i) Anuloma: marriage between an upper
caste man and a lower caste woman.ii) Pratiloma: marriage between an upper
caste woman and a lower caste manBoth forms of inter-caste marriages were
unacceptable under the Brahmanical Hindu social order. However, Anuloma
was still tolerable in comparison to Pratiloma.Children born to Anuloma were
considered Vretyas (half-fallen) and those to Pratiloma were considered
Chandalas (fully fallen). Both Vretyas and Chandalas were considered to be
untouchable by birth; reinforcing the divide between pure and impure.

The violation of endogamy has two major impacts:

(i) impact on the property relations; and

(ii) impact on exclusivity of membership to the caste group

The violation of endogamy has an impact on the property relations within the
caste group through inheritance of property and the movement of property
ownership becomes vague. This can have serious repercussions for the
economic status of the caste as a whole. At the level of the family, the woman
can demand her share of the property under the present-day inheritance laws
that provide an equal share to the children independent of sex. However, within
the caste community, women are denied their share in the ancestral property
and attempts by women to gain their share does not exist. In an inter-caste
marriage, such social norms may not be followed and result in the fear that
the woman or her child would demand their share (PUDR 2003: 13).

Inter-caste marriages affect the exclusivity of membership to the caste group
as the caste of the marital partner, or of the children, is not clearly determined.
While social practices determine it to be the caste of the male, there is no
legal clarity. If inter-caste marriages become a common phenomenon, the
membership to the caste group necessarily becomes fuzzy (PUDR 2003: 14).

The process of sexual division of labour is inculcated in formative years to
boys and girls in a family. It is unquestioningly accepted that the women are
responsible for housework and bringing up the children while men are
responsible for going out, working and earning bread for the family. The work
of women in household is unpaid. Furthermore, these works are looked down
upon by men. However, the moment the same jobs are paid for, men are happy
to take it up. The sex-based segregation of labour is the key, not only for
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maintaining the family, but also the economy. The economy would collapse if
the unpaid domestic labour had to be paid for by somebody (Menon 2012).

The sexual division of labour in not natural. This sexual division of labour
extends to the public arena of paid work. The division has nothing to do with
‘sex’(biological category) but with ‘gender’(cultural construct). Certain kinds
of work are considered to be ‘women’s work’, and other kinds, men’s.
Furthermore, the work done by women is less valued. For example, nursing
and teaching (particularly at lower levels) are predominantly female professions
and are also comparatively ill-paid in relation to other jobs (Menon 2012: 11).

In urban areas, poor women take up the work of household helpers or looking
after the child of working couples. Women also work as daily labourers in
urban areas. However there is a clear disparity in the wages. Based on 2016
data form the International Labour Organization, women are paid 33% less
than men in hourly wages in India (Rukmini 2016). Due to the probability of
dropping out of the labour market owing to pregnancy and child birth,
employers usually discriminate against women because they expect future
interruptions. This is one of the biggest barriers for woman seeking to access
the labour market.

Middle-class women in India face the limiting boundaries imposed upon them
by the traditional patriarchal society. While a woman belonging to a poor
family can go out, work and earn whatever meagre income she could, a woman
from the middle class lacks such avenues owing to the typical patriarchal
notion that relegates women to the household. Even though educational and
cultural capital provides them with more opportunities, the caste angle
interconnects with the issue. For instance, in a less patriarchal, low caste,
middle class family, the woman might be allowed to work. However, the same
may not be true of a more patriarchal, high caste, middle class family. Thus,
the three variables of caste, class and gender align in multiple ways that decides
the degree of liberty and independence enjoined on the members. It’s not
wrong to associate the denial of 33% reservation for women in provincial and
central assemblies in India with the consideration of the interplay of the nexus
of these three categories.

In addition, interconnection of gender and ethnicity gets amplified owing to
the responsibility assigned to women to uphold the values and purity of family
and community. Rape as a crime used for ethnic cleansing is a deliberate
systematic tool for genocide targeted against certain races and communities
(Express News Service 2018). The Kathua Rape case of 2018 is indicative of
such a move. The abduction, brutalisation, multiple rape and finally murder
of the eight-year-old girl was an act of communal or ethnic assault done with
the intent to cleanse Kathua of the presence of the nomadic Muslim Bakarwal
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Gujjar community (Apoorvanand 2018). The connection between ethnicity
and violence further aggravates the issue of polarization based on politicization
of ethnic identity. The aftermath of the incident saw a set of diametrically
opposing response: a group of people, seeking Hindu support, went to the
extent of shielding the rape accused.

The connection and victimization rests on the issue of honour and shame. By
outraging the modesty of a woman/girl, the perpetrator attacks the honour of
a family/group/ethnic community. Raping women has been a common act in
most communal violence in India. It serves as a tool of vengeance by the rival
group. During the partition of India, around 50,000 Muslim women were
abducted by Hindu and Sikh men on their way to Pakistan, while 33,000 Hindu
and Sikh women were kidnapped as they attempted to reach to India (Menon
and Bhasin 1998: 70).

(iii) Caste, Class and Ethnicity

One can understand caste as a ‘particular case of ethnic differentiation’(Beteille
1992). Beteille has argues that caste is to India what ethnicity is to America.
While caste is hierarchical by definition, this may not always be the case with
ethnicity. Thus, while different castes exist at the vertical axis of the society
denoting hierarchy, multiple ethnicities can exist at the horizontal axis. This
claim, however, does not exclude the possibility of one ethnic group asserting
its superiority over another.

Risley (1891) considered caste as an aspect of race and he claimed that the
caste status was based on the nasal index of its members. He said that ‘the
social position of a caste varies inversely as its nasal index’. There are debates
around the links between varna and jati where some consider varna as an
indicator of colour, thereby signalling towards a superior ethnic and racial
lineage. Others view the two as distinct and separate systems of categorization
and stratification.

Like caste, it is important to understand the material basis of ethnicity. Some
groups within the ethnic minorities in India are linked to certain traditional
jobs, cattle slaughter being one example. That has resulted in communal
violence as some practices are regarded as opposite in two different religion
and culture in India.

According to the Sachar Committee Report on social, economic and
educational status of the Muslim community of India, ‘the most striking feature
is the relatively high share of Muslim workers engaged in self-employment
activity,’ primarily in urban areas and for women workers. Participation of
Muslim salaried workers in both the public and private sectors is quite low,
and the average salary of Muslim workers is lower than others. Participation
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of Muslim workers in the informal sector is much higher than the average
population, and the percentage of Muslim women working within their homes
is much higher than all workers (Cabinet Secretariat 2006).

One of the important factor we should keep in mind while considering the
interplay between caste, class and ethnicity is that the most of the ethnically
different communities had been associated with the caste Hindu society, though
generations ago. Hence the characteristics of caste had remained the part and
parcel of these ethnically separate communities also. The demand for SC status
by the Christians and Muslims of India and the setting up of commissions like
Sachar committee is the validation of these interconnections only.

The interplay of ethnic identities with caste and class and its political
implications has already been discussed in ethnicity section.

Conclusion

The different categories of caste, gender, ethnicity and class intersect with each other
at multiple levels. Since the privatization of economy and gradual withdrawal of state
from social welfare and decreased role of public sector, men and women belonging to
the historically disadvantageous positions experience greater obstacles in living a
dignified life. The condition of minorities and women is relationally worse. Muslims
find it difficult to enter the organized sector and Muslim women have lesser
opportunities of getting out of the housework. Even after seven decades of
independence, the inequalities owing to different levels of stratification of the Indian
socio-economic order has rendered it very difficult to break away from traditional
orthodoxies. In this neo-liberal phase the attitude of the ruling dispensations towards
the social welfare schemes seems more rhetorical than ever. Caste, class, gender and
ethnicity based violence, coupled with the state’s ideological singularity may result in
homogenizing differences and institutionalisation of inequalities rather than addressing
them. State becomes more and more coercive when fails to redress the democratic
demands of citizenry.

To conclude, it is clear from aforementioned interconnections that the presence of
more than one vulnerability in the neo-liberal era leads to increased exclusion. It
has resulted in swallowing of the population of poor not only in countryside but in
cities also. Manoranjan Mohanty has rightly put the connection that Indian capitalism
grew on the foundations of pockets of the Green Revolution and stretches of poverty.
This is the foundation for the prevailing structures of deprivation and inequalities.
Hence, the bulk of the poor is not only landless poor peasants and unorganized
workers, but also from the scheduled castes, backward classes, scheduled tribes and
it is equally true for minorities also. He further asserts that among the poor households,
women suffer more, and also in general, women suffer more from poverty (Mohanty
2004: 20). Thus, we can conclude that the understanding of increasing inequalities
among communities in India is incomplete without seeing the interface of caste,

class, gender and ethnicity.
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